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[ FAUCETS & SINKS ]

1  Buster + Punch’s new line of kitchen faucets complements the 

company’s kitchen hardware and lends a refined touch to the room. The 

faucets feature a rough cast base, hand-polished necks, diamond-cut 

knurling on the filter caps, and either a cross or linear knurled lever. 

These faucets are made to be the perfect centerpiece to complete the 

Buster + Punch kitchen and can be complemented in style and finish 

with the firm’s hardware, lighting, and accessories collections. Kitchen 

faucets are made with solid brass and are available in steel, brass, gun 

metal, or welder’s black. Busterandpunch.com / CIRCLE #851

2  Luxury faucet brand Franz Viegener is set to launch its Groovy Faucet 

(shown), named for its deep grooves and curves, this faucet reflects the 

brand’s streamlined design and precision engineering, the company 

says. Other developments releasing at the end of 2022 include The 

Classic Collection of bath faucets expanded to include bath and shower 

fixtures and new ribbed detailing; the Nerea Collection now also 

includes lavatory faucets and freestanding tub faucets with new 

ultra-modern knurled handles. Franzviegener.com / CIRCLE #852

3  Ruvati introduces its new kitchen collection, the epiStage Series 

of kitchen sinks. The Italian-made sinks are made of 80% crushed 

granite and proprietary resins, forming an extremely durable, 

nonporous surface with the look and feel of natural stone. Colors 

include urban gray, midnight black, and espresso brown. Sinks come 

with a solid composite cutting board, foldable drying track, and 

silicone grid to protect the sink bottom. Available in 30” and 33” 

widths with 9” deep single basins, the sinks have a limited lifetime 

warranty. Ruvati.com / CIRCLE #853

4  Lenova’s upgraded Entertainer Workstation Sink can function as a 

prep sink in a large kitchen or as an addition to a wet bar or outdoor 

kitchen. Comes with colander, wine cooler attachment, and three 

condiment trays that transform the sink into a refreshment center as 

guests gather. Measuring 30” x 8” x 6”, the workstation is made from 

16-gauge stainless steel, finished in brushed satin that resists scratches 

and stains, and features a protective undercoating and rubber padding 

to absorb sounds. Lenovagroup.com / CIRCLE #854

5  Gessi’s new 316 Kitchen Collection of faucets is part of the Art for 

Chef’s Collection. The models feature swiveling spouts, pull-out 

sprayers, and a push button to easily switch between jet spray or a soft er 

aerated flow. Craft ed from stainless steel, their finishes include chrome, 

matte black, and brushed variations of nickel, steel, copper, brass, and 

bronze. A proprietary plating process makes the faucet finishes stain 

resistant, and specially designed components minimize limestone 

deposits. Hoses come in standard black, grey, white, or orange. 

Coordinating soap dispensers help create a cohesive and clean work-

space. Gessi.com / CIRCLE #855
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